INTRODUCTION	11
the bishops of France, to dictate to kings on moral issues.
The Papal States, the donation of Pepin and Charlemagne,
were the basis of its temporal rule, which had even greater
potentialities in the Donation of Constantine. All these
powers lay dormant when the Pope was a puppet in the
hands of the local nobility, but they merely lay dormant;
they did not die.
When the tenth century opened, the outlook of Western Map of
Christendom was indeed gloomy.    The Empire had broken Europe at
up into a number of parts, and the process of disintegration ni
seemed likely to be carried farther ; the prospect had appeared tenth
brighter in Germany, but the death of Arnulf in 899 and the century
accession of his feeble son, Lewis the Child, produced a
critical situation there too.   Moreover, on all sides the former
Empire of Charlemagne was encircled by a ring of foes, Perilous
whose attacks, if they had been simultaneous and concerted, Condition of
might well have compassed its destruction.    This  hostile Christendom
encirclement has been already alluded to, but needs to be
more particularly described.
In the north, there was the constant menace of the Vikings The Vikings
from Scandinavia. The flood of surplus population that
poured thence in the ninth century is a fact of great historical
importance, and, like the later dwindling of that flood, difficult
of explanation. Until the eleventh century it is not possible
to speak of three definite kingdoms, though the three races—
Danes, Norwegians, and Swedes—can already be distin-
guished. They all shared in the great Western expeditions,
which were prompted by the need for new homes, the love of
adventure, the desire for booty and, in a lesser degree, trade ;
but it was principally Norsemen who settled in the Orkneys
and Shetlands and established kingdoms in Ireland, at Dublin
and elsewhere, and it was mainly Danes who settled in the
east of England and the north of France. Meanwhile, the
Danes by land and the Swedes by sea had been ravaging
Frisia and north Germany along the Baltic coast. The
Swedes played the chief part in these eastern expeditions,
and their interest was more definitely in trade. A bund of
them, the Rus, penetrated into Russia (to which they gave
their name) in the ninth century, and under Rurik they
captured Novgorod* His successor Oleg won Kiev also; in

